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Executive summary

Climate change presents a significant change in the external environment for all organisations in the coming years and decades. Many businesses have already been affected either directly or indirectly.

The science of climate change itself is now well established.

The science of what is required to avoid climate change is also now well established.

International commitments in response to the need to avoid climate change are now clear, and these commitments imply significant and potentially rapid changes in emissions, including in Australia. This will have implications for many sectors.

The science of probabilistic impacts of climate change are advancing rapidly and allows directors and their advisors to obtain a far more granular view of likely exposure than has ever been possible before.

This technological development in itself poses a risk and an opportunity to directors, who can either exploit or ignore new sources of data. Competitors and other external parties such as investors and researchers may be able to access a far more granular risk data on a third party’s physical assets.

There is now a substantial and rapidly growing body of research and expertise on the material financial implications of climate change – through direct impacts, transition measures, and related pathways including legal liability risk and technological disruption.

Financial actors and authorities are now voicing an expectation for increasingly clear disclosure of climate risks. This has accelerated rapidly in the past 12 to 18 months and is continuing to evolve today, both in Australia and among international markets.

How to use this guide

We have designed this report to work on three levels:

A) Quick start guide – for directors new to the topic of climate change risk;

B) Boardroom brief – for directors more familiar with the risks and issues

C) Strategy resource – for directors to draw on in the development of more detailed board strategies for engagement with climate change risk.
Section 1: Introduction

Climate change is a challenging topic for directors. It is often seen as an issue for the far distant future or one that only affects a few industries or locations. Yet its effects are already being felt, and responses are being formulated by institutions and companies around the world.

The governance implications of climate change are evolving even more rapidly than the climate itself. A phenomenon that was once only understood in broad forward-looking generalisations can now be analysed with granularity. International agreements and policies that once seemed ineffective are now having observable effects.

Markets, too, are responding, as investors and other stakeholders – customers, suppliers, the public – make decisions based on risks, opportunities and convictions. Climate change is complex and pervasive. It will affect the operating environment of many organisations, and it will increase uncertainty, both via its effects in the physical world, and via society’s responses to it.

It is also a story of innovation, and the disruptive power of what can happen when the physical world meets the digital world.

The challenges can seem daunting. However, there is a large and growing body of resources to assist decision makers in addressing climate change.

Directors who understand how climate change may affect their organisation, and who can identify and harness relevant and up-to-date sources of information and use them in their decision-making, will be vastly better equipped to meet the emerging challenges and opportunities.
Section 2: The global context for climate change risk

Climate change: A brief overview

"Emerging risks are no longer well described by the probabilities and frequencies and severity of weather events in the past. New science points to an increasing level of volatility and an increasing rate of change in some extreme events. There is already evidence in observations of extreme events that had previously never occurred and evidence suggests we will see increasingly common events that are unprecedented over the course of recorded human history. The level of risk and the scale and specifics of any physical and subsequent financial impact can now be teased out of modern computer simulations of the future climate."

– Professor Andy Pitman
Director, ARC Centre for Climate Science and UNSW

The basics of climate change will be familiar to most directors: human activity, especially combustion of fossil fuels and changes in land use, over the last 100 – 150 years has led to a very rapid increase in the level of greenhouse gases in the global atmosphere.

These gases trap energy from the sun in the atmosphere and the oceans. As the average concentration of carbon dioxide, a key greenhouse gas, has risen from about 280 parts per million in the pre-industrial era to a likely average of 400 ppm in 2016¹.

Atmospheric physics had long indicated that this would change the earth’s climate (Source: NASA)

¹ Kahn, Brian, Climate Central/Scientific American, September 27, 2016 · https://www.sciencemag.org/content/368/6482/325.full
A delicate balance

This climate in which humans have thrived for millennia is the result of a balance of atmospheric gases. Human-induced emissions are causing changes that are extremely fast on geological timescales, and are also taking average temperatures higher than they have been in human history².

Human-induced emissions alter the concentration of greenhouse gases in our atmosphere, which drives change in our climate patterns in numerous and often interconnected ways.

Evidence that the climate is changing rapidly is “unequivocal” and it is 95-100 per cent certain that humans have been the main cause of climate changes in the past 60 years.

**Temperature anomaly over time**

![Temperature anomaly graph](source: climate.nasa.gov)

Greenhouse gases accumulate in the atmosphere and it can take centuries to be removed from the atmosphere via trees, land and other “carbon sinks”.

*Note: The different greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide, methane and refrigerants are quantified using the common unit of tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent (tCO2-e) and referred to in shorthand as “carbon”.*

Important points about climate change for directors

Although the very brief above is fairly widely understood, awareness of important recent developments in current climate science, and its continuing limitations, is less widespread.

Some of these have important implications for directors wanting to understand how climate change may affect their role:

**The climate has already warmed.** In Australia, temperatures are now 0.9C higher than they were in 1910⁴.

**The climate will continue to warm this century** even if emissions ceased tomorrow, because emissions take some time to affect the climate⁵.

**Australia is particularly exposed to effects of climate change itself.**⁶ Effects will include: rising snow lines (very high confidence), more frequent hot extremes, less frequent cold extremes (high confidence), and increasing extreme rainfall related to flood risk in many locations (medium confidence). Annual average rainfall is expected to decrease in southwestern Australia (high confidence) and elsewhere in most of far southern Australia⁷.

**Climate is not weather:** Climate models are not predictions, but provide us with likelihoods of outcomes, and varying levels of confidence. Weather cannot be predicted more than a few days in advance; this is a “fundamental dynamical property of the atmosphere”... For this reason, climate models are probabilistic, not deterministic. However, this does not mean models are not useful:

“As an analogy, while it is impossible to predict the age at which any particular man will die, we can say with high confidence that the average age of death for men in industrialised countries is about 75.”⁸

---

4 CSIRO and BoM, 2014; Climate Change in Australia
5 IPCC, AR5, 2013-14
A 2°C increase does not mean we will experience similar weather to today, only 2°C warmer. Much climate science to date has focused on global annual averages; which implicitly means the effects on specific regions and extremes will vary. A 2°C annual average increase will be higher in some parts of the world, and higher still during extremes. Recent research, for example, has indicated that the “angry summer” of 2012/13 in Australia will likely be a “typical event” by 2035⁹.

Feedback effects are downside risks that are not yet well understood. Increases in atmospheric greenhouse gases can trigger effects that in turn accelerate warming, known as “positive feedbacks”. Climate systems are extremely complex and feedback loops are only partially understood. For example, melting polar ice can mean more heat is absorbed by oceans, instead of being reflected back into the atmosphere by the ice. That in turn promotes more warming and melting¹⁰. Another natural counter to global warming is soil carbon sequestration; a new synthesis of 49 studies found that warming temperatures are likely causing a net increase in CO₂ and methane emissions¹¹. These effects have not been included in climate models used by the IPCC¹².

Confidence levels vary around different effects of climate change. Confidence is highest in relation to temperature changes and sea level rise (SLR), because there is a great deal of historical and observational data on these. Confidence around precipitation changes is next highest. Confidence around the climate effects on localised events such as storms is more challenging in part because these are rarer events, but also due to their structure and composition.

Climate change cannot be assumed to advance in a smooth, gradual or incremental way. It is likely that climate change will increase the uncertainty and unpredictability of some weather patterns and events.

What climate science tells us, and what it hasn’t yet told us

Coincident impacts may emerge – for example, it is possible that droughts in southern Australia will occur simultaneously with storms and other large precipitation events in northern Australia has been identified (CCIA)

High resolution modelling is now possible. This means that better understanding of future risks from physical impacts of climate change can now be teased out of modern computer simulations of the future climate. An example can be found in a 2015 paper by UNSW scientists looking at the effects of climate change and urban development in western Sydney.

2006 modelling¹³

Confident predictions of future climate are possible but the nature of the climate system means that the risk of surprises remains.

2015 modelling¹⁴

High resolution is now possible, and models can include more complex interactions between processes. This makes it possible to sharpen the analysis of the potential risks of climate change. An example of this is the work of Argüeso, Evans, Pitman and Di Luca (2015) on the effects of urbanisation on temperature and heat stress in Sydney.
Specific extreme weather events can now be attributed to climate change. With varying levels of confidence, individual events can now be probabilistically attributed to human-induced climate change. Much of this is coordinated by the World Weather Attribution project, which collaborates with scientists at University of Melbourne, Oxford University, Netherlands’ Royal Meteorological Institute, and Red Cross. The “angry summer” of 2012-13 in Australia was found by multiple teams of scientists to be almost certainly attributable to climate change and “Australia’s record-breaking 2015 summer temperatures will be normal by 2035 - according to the majority of the models we looked at.”

Economic impacts

Climate change is also emerging as a future driver of larger economic losses across many different areas of national economies.

Earlier studies such as the Stern Review and the Garnaut Review, sought to weigh the economic risks of climate change against the economic costs of action. While economists differ in methods of valuing climate change risks, and the benefits of mitigating it (for example, William Nordhaus, Robert Pindyck, and Richard Tol), authoritative analyses based on scientific knowledge almost invariably conclude that mitigation is less costly, and thus far preferable, to adapting to the future impacts of climate change itself. In fact, a recent survey indicates that the majority of economists who have published work on climate change believe that these economic models systematically understate the importance of action, via means such as a too-high discount rate.

Indeed, adapting to a changed climate above 2°C presents so many unknowns and so much downside risk that these easily overshadow the costs of most realistic proposals to address it.

15 wwa.climatecentral.com
Mitigation efforts

Although the link between greenhouse gas emissions and climate change was confirmed in the 1980s, and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change established in 1988, global emissions have continued to rise in almost every year since building on the cumulative volume and concentration in the atmosphere.

This is despite majority public support for action on climate change, even in countries such as the United States and Australia.

There are numerous reasons for this lack of progress, but fundamentally, mitigating climate change is extremely difficult. Many aspects of contemporary human society evolved around the highly concentrated energy contained in recoverable and transportable fossil fuels.

However, some encouraging steps towards abatement have been made.

The global emissions growth rate has stalled in the past three years, indicating emissions increases are decoupling from economic growth. Much of this is attributable to falling coal consumption in China. However, this global emissions plateau is nowhere near adequate to reduce the concentration of these gases in the atmosphere back down to pre-industrial levels. The physics of climate change mean that substantial reductions in the rate of emissions need to occur to remain within a safe range of warming.

The Paris Agreement

The objective of the Paris Agreement is to limit global warming above pre-industrial levels to <1.5-2°C. As it notes the importance of “the best available science”, it implies zero net emissions from developed countries around 2050.

The Paris Agreement, which was reached in December 2015 after years of multilateral negotiations, marked a turning point in the global efforts to address climate change.

Virtually every country in the world – 193 – signed the agreement, which committed to “holding the increase in the global average temperature to well below 2°C above pre-industrial levels and to pursue efforts to limit the temperature increase to 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels”.

Previous agreements under the Kyoto Protocol had limited emissions mitigation to developed countries and promoted low emissions activities in developing countries through the use of international trading mechanisms. The Paris Agreement commits all countries to play a role, albeit a differentiated one based on historic responsibility for their contribution to the problem, relative wealth and level of economic development.

The Paris Agreement was more ambitious than many had expected, as it not only targeted 1.5°C of increase, it also clearly referred to the scientific knowledge of what is necessary to meet this goal: net zero carbon emissions in the second half of the century.

Despite this level of ambition, the agreement also came into effect much more quickly than had been anticipated. The agreement required at least 55 countries accounting for at least 55% of emissions to ratify before it came into effect; although it was widely assumed would not go into effect until 2018, this in fact happened in early November 2016.

---

Critically, the Paris Agreement is a dynamic and durable agreement. Every five years, starting in 2019-20, countries revisit their targets and actions. This is informed by an assessment of global progress towards achieving the objectives of the treaty, and accountability and transparency provisions that examine the impact of the actions a country is taking. Every new target must be stronger than the last one and countries should justify their commitments against limiting warming to 1.5-2°C. Finally, countries are expected to define 2050 emissions pathways no later than 2020. Germany, Mexico, Canada and the US have already submitted their 2050 strategies. China, UK, EU, Japan, and France are other G20 countries initiating their own plans and these are expected by 2018.

**Australia’s role**

Australia was not among the first countries to ratify the agreement, but it announced it would ratify the Paris Agreement on November 10, 2016, despite the election of Donald Trump in the US two days earlier raising some doubt about that country’s ongoing role. In announcing the ratification, Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull noted that early entry into force is “a powerful signal of nations’ intentions to follow through on their Paris commitments”.

In advance of Paris, the government committed to reduce emissions by 26-28% on 2005 levels by 2030. The ALP has committed to at least 45% reductions over the same time period. The government will revisit its 2030 target in 2019-20 as part of the Paris process described above.

In addition, the government has committed to examine its post-2030 emissions pathway in 2017. The national ALP, and the states of NSW, Victoria, South Australia and ACT have stated their objective is to reduce emissions to net zero by 2050.

**Foreseeable transitions: Limits to future fossil fuel use**

The Paris Agreement commits Australia and the world to pursuing what had been indicated by scientific work since the mid-1990s: the rate of anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions, particularly from fossil fuels, would need to decline sharply within decades in order to stay within the boundaries of safe atmospheric change.

Human-induced emissions are accumulating faster than existing systems (such as trees) can draw them out of the atmosphere.

These extra emissions accumulate in the atmosphere, meaning the world’s budget for future emissions is determined by our past emissions. The possible future rate of “flows” are determined by the existing “stocks” which have built up since industrialisation began.

For this reason, two key concepts are: the emissions trajectory and the carbon budget.

### Table 1: Global net zero emissions and carbon budgets capable of limiting global temperature rise to 1.5-2°C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature goal</th>
<th>Carbon budget (2016 - 2050, Gt)</th>
<th>Per capita emissions in 2050 (t/person)</th>
<th>Year of global net zero emissions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paris consistent</td>
<td>CO2 only</td>
<td>680 to 795</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All GHGs</td>
<td>1280</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only 2°C consistent</td>
<td>CO2 only</td>
<td>390 to 1140</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All GHGs</td>
<td>1580</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


31 Second Assessment Report, Working Group 1, full report
Also shown for comparison is a scenario that gives >66 per cent chance of limiting warming to 2°C, but is inconsistent with the Paris Agreement because it is unlikely to achieve the 1.5°C goal. Under the current suite of global emissions scenarios that are consistent with limiting warming to 1.5°C by 2100, global temperatures peak above 1.5°C before returning to below these levels later in the century.

The Climate Institute has analysed the policy implications of Australia’s commitment to the Paris Agreement, which the government announced on November 11, 2016 would be ratified:

### Australia’s carbon budget:

![Chart showing carbon budget](chart.jpg)

Source: The Climate Institute

The chart above draws upon analysis by the Commonwealth Government’s Climate Change Authority (CCA).

The Hutley opinion, drawing on the same CCA report, noted “The Authority concluded that, to meet Australia’s emissions reductions goals, emissions will need to decline more steeply in coming years than they have in the past,” and added that “A change in the regulatory environment is foreseeable, and probably inevitable.”

---

33 Citigroup 2015: Energy Darwinism II – Why a low carbon future doesn’t have to cost the earth www.citi.com/crigps
Defining “climate risk”: A typography

Broadly, there are two categories of climate risk: the actual climatic changes, and the responses to it. Emerging consensus (PRA, 2015; CISL, 2016; FSB TCFD, 2016) is to describe these as follows:

1. “physical” risks – arising from the effects of climate change itself; and
2. “transition” risks – arising from the efforts to mitigate and avoid climate change.

Many financial analyses also focus specifically on tertiary risks arising from the above categories, such as policy risk (changes in regulations that may affect businesses), liability risk (in particular, over failure to act), and technology risk (such as electric vehicles or cheaper solar panels affecting incumbent businesses and industries).

We find the following table, derived from a Cambridge University paper written for the G20, a useful framework for considering the combination of risks (and opportunities):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>Financial risks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transition</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentiment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

References:

Section 3: The context for climate change risk as a governance challenge

Climate change is an opportunity and a risk

In January 2016, the World Economic Forum’s annual risk survey identified35 “failure to mitigate and adapt to climate change” as the global risk in the next decade with the biggest impact and the second-highest likelihood (after large-scale involuntary migration). The survey draws on 750 experts and decision-makers around the world from business, academia, civil society, and the public sector.

The WEF survey also identified “climate change” as the “global trend” with the most connectivity to risks. “Unlike risks, trends are occurring with certainty and can have both positive and negative consequences,” the WEF says.

Private sector responses have been widespread leading up to and since the Paris Agreement

In the 2000s, corporate strategies relating to climate change were a mixture of piecemeal opportunism and “green” marketing. GE’s famous “Ecomagination” strategy is perhaps the best-known example – it incorporated a marketing and branding exercise, but also a successful strategy to tap into new markets for low- and zero-carbon technologies36.

Others fared less well; BP’s “Beyond Petroleum” branding was quietly dropped, along with most of the company’s renewable investments.

Some companies, meanwhile, tried to hold back the tide of climate mitigation policies by advocating against emissions pricing or anything else that might damage short-term profits.

In recent years, however, corporate responses to climate change have changed dramatically.

Among leading companies, climate strategies are less about branding and image, and more about managing risk and recognising opportunities. This is evident even among oil majors37.

Several of the biggest European electricity generators have spun off or are selling their coal and even gas fired assets to focus on renewables38.

---

In Australia, AGL has created a $3bn renewable energy investment fund (Macdonald-Smith, Angela, 2016, “QIC joins AGL Energy in $3bn renewable energy fund“)³⁹.

On the policy side, the inevitability of the shift towards a low-carbon and zero-carbon future has led most businesses to seek certainty. Numerous initiatives have been launched to support climate policy that clearly acknowledges the 2°C limit. This is driven by self-interest as much - if not more - than altruism: when science, international agreement and public opinion are all supportive of a rapid drop in greenhouse gas emissions, the lack of a clear policy pathway adds risks and uncertainty (IPCC AR5, WG3, Ch2).

Below are several examples of large companies calling for policymakers to set a pathway to a <2°C increase in emissions:

International:
- In November 2015, the CEOs of 79 businesses (including Microsoft, Tata Sons, and Dow Chemical Company) representing $2.1tn in revenues in December signed a letter urging “governments to take bold action at the Paris climate conference” in December.

In Australia:
- In June 2015, organisations including the Business Council of Australia, AiGroup, ACOSS and the ACTU joined in calling for Australia to play its fair part in avoiding 2°C of global warming.
- In September 2015 the CEOs of Westpac, BHP Billiton, AGL Energy, Qantas, GE, Mirvac, Santos, Unilever, and Wesfarmers supported Australia’s bipartisan commitment to limit global warming to less than 2°C, and noted that “Australia can play its fair part in these global efforts”, to ensure Australia played its fair part in keeping warming to below 2°C.

In the US:
- Low Carbon USA: 365 members including Unilever, Dupont, Mars, Levi Strauss, General Mills, Starbucks. Members called on US president-elect Donald Trump to uphold the US’ climate commitments made in the Paris Agreement, and to continue to participate in the Agreement in order to attain its goal of keeping climate change below 2°C.

Investor initiatives

The Global Investor Coalition on Climate Change is made up of 4 regional organisations around the world, whose members in asset owners and asset managers have funds totalling almost $24tn.

The coalition has recently announced new expectations of auto sector companies, and updated its expectations for the energy sector – in both cases as a direct result of the Paris Agreement. The investor coalition members have also made clear that company directors will be asked about their involvement in a climate strategy:

“Going forward, asset owners and fund managers will need to know how oil and gas companies – and particularly the boards accountable for overseeing them – see the future impact of climate change on their activities and how they plan to align their business model with the greenhouse gas reductions required to deliver binding international agreements.”

Stephanie Pfeifer, CEO of the Institutional Investors Group on Climate Change (Europe) on the revised oil & gas industry engagement guide.

Investors are applying pressure via different means, including divestment, engagement and enforcement. For example, Norway’s sovereign wealth fund, the world’s biggest equities owner, has sold off holdings in more than 50 companies that rely on coal for more than 30 per cent of operations or revenue. Insurance firms AXA and Aviva have committed to similar thresholds. BlackRock, the world’s largest asset manager (US$5.1 trillion under management) is increasingly focusing on board-level management of climate risks.

Shareholder resolutions:

“Sustainability” is reportedly the fastest-growing category of shareholder resolutions, with climate-related resolutions especially highlighted40.

Decarbonisation pledges:

Investors managing $600bn of assets have pledged to completely decarbonise their portfolios41.

Many large investors including the Norwegian oil fund, AXA, Aviva have committed to selling their shares in companies that depend heavily on thermal coal for either revenues or operations.

Company decisions being influenced:

“Mr Kerr said that while there may be opportunities in coking coal, investor concerns around climate change meant it was unlikely to expand in the thermal variant, which is used in power stations.” Henry Sanderson, “South32 on the hunt for more coal deals”, Financial Times, November 25, 201642.

Analytical tools for transition risk

Key points:

• Existing mandatory and voluntary disclosure regimes are generally considered inadequate for these purposes by researchers

• However, in the absence of good disclosure rules or practices, researchers are conducting systematic analyses of climate transition risk across companies in several sectors – often using a combination of publicly-available information, satellite data and commercial corporate data providers.

• Many powerful stakeholders are pushing for mandatory climate risk disclosure.

Tools for whole-of-portfolio analysis of transition risk:

Tools for assessing transition risk across entire investment portfolios already exist, and more about in development.

Bloomberg’s Carbon Risk Valuation Tool

This tool, available to Bloomberg data terminal subscribers, can apply five different future transition scenarios, which can be modified by end users43.

SEI Metrics tool

A consortium of not-for-profits, research institutions and corporate data providers led by Paris-based 2 Degree Investing Initiative are developing a “Sustainable Energy Investment Metrics” or SEI Metrics tool, in order to assess multiple companies against future energy scenarios derived from the International Energy Agency and other authoritative sources. The tool will be released in December 2016, covers multiple sectors, and has been tested by investment managers over the course of this year44.

The developed market equity universe: 2°C benchmark and MSCI world

42 https://www.ft.com/content/b581b296-b23a-11e6-a37c-f4a01f1b0fa1
44 2degrees-investing.org
Understanding data on physical impacts

Climate change – physical risks and opportunities in context

Most organisations have yet to conduct detailed analysis of their specific risks and opportunities from the impacts of climate change itself.

The usefulness of climate modelling and data projections for business purposes has advanced more rapidly than many in the private sector are aware.

Much of the climate data of 10 years ago was too broad to be of direct use to company directors.

For example, a statement such as “By 2030, annual average temperature over Australia will be around 1°C above 1990 levels” (from the Garnaut Review) gives only a broad sense of long-term risks in the external environment, with little insight into company-specific risks.

That is no longer the case. As outlined in Section 2, recent developments mean that climate change data is rapidly becoming a critical input for many business decisions.

In particular:

- climate impacts are being observed
- climate change data has advanced, and continues to advance, in its usefulness and sophistication.

Geo-location data is critical

For businesses with real-world assets and exposures, geographical data is the key to understanding risks and opportunities.

Businesses with a large footprint in the physical world are likely to have more apparent exposure to physical risks than those with a small or mobile footprint, such as services companies that operate primarily online – although the latter would not necessarily be unaffected, for example via their markets.

In order to engage with the risks a business will need a clear and unambiguous data on the location of its physical assets.

Opportunities

Location-based risks can also be a source of opportunity, particularly where decisions can be made about relocating key resources.

For example, several Australian winemakers have reportedly either purchased or are looking to purchase land further south, as their existing vineyards suffer from warmer temperatures and other unfavourable climate shifts, such as changes in precipitation. e.g. Treasury Wine Estates

A wine business would know where its vineyards are. However, climate data could assist in evaluating prospective new sites, by providing information on the future climate outlook of a specific region.

The best examples of businesses with strong understanding of the sensitivity of their financial performance to climatic conditions can be found in the agricultural sector. The Australian agricultural sector is already one of the most sophisticated in the world and has a strong track record in the development and use of “on-farm decision tools” designed to assist farmers to manage the risks associated with the unique features of the regional climate, dominated as it is by inter-decadal variance imposed by the El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO). They have been among the first to integrate the information on risks and opportunities into the biophysical models of farm systems. This has allowed them to firstly work out what the financial impact of changes in rainfall and temperature would have on the farm productivity and secondly to integrate this information into the models of farm profitability.

45 http://www.reuters.com/article/us-australia-wine-climatechange-idUSKCN0US2QU20160114 and others interviewed by CSIRO researchers

Climate change data: sources and use

Key points:

- Climate data is improving in usefulness and specificity
- It is open source
- Datasets are very large, which can present challenges
- Specialist skills are required to interrogate the data, presenting a potentially large barrier to entry

Over the last few years there has been a great advance in the usefulness of climate data and immense improvements in making the latest information available to end users. For example, regional climate models can now be used to generate probabilistic predictions for areas as small as 2km squared.

A feature of climate data that may come as a surprise to business is that it is all “open source”; anyone with the right skills can access it. The open source nature of this data creates some interesting challenges to the tradition models of risk management. We discuss this aspect of fiduciary duty in Section 5.

Primary climate modelling data involves very large sets of data. For example, the NASA global data sets of daily average maximum, average minimum temperatures and precipitation projected out to 2099 is stated as being 12 Terrabytes in size. However rapid increase in computing power, and decreasing costs, means businesses that already engage in “big data” analysis can undertake this level of analysis.

The ability of a business to engage effectively with these large data sets will be a key factor for both the management of risk and the creation of opportunities.

Examples of public climate change data

**The Earth Systems and Climate Change Hub (ESCC) – nespclimate.com.au/**

The ESCC Hub is a Commonwealth Government initiative tasked with engaging with existing and prospective end users of climate science. It has a mandate to engage with the end users of climate change data and includes a stakeholder advisory group through which business can directly engage with research teams. Current ESCC research activities include:

- The development of regional and sub regional scale models
- A better understanding of the impacts of climate on water resources
- Aspects of food security and improving the resilience of Australian agriculture
- The develop of detailed projections and tools to better understand coastal hazards
- Identifying the severity and frequency of extreme weather in the future

**The Climate Change in Australia (CCIA) web portal – climatechangeinaustralia.gov.au**

The CCIA is an open access resource for detailed climate data, both historical and projections. The data set is an ensemble developed from the detailed assessment of the “skill” of climate change models used by global research and scientific organisations. The CCIA aims to assist the Australian agriculture and primary resources sector with climate adaptation.

**NASA Earth Exchange Global Daily Downscaled Projections (NEX-GDDP) – nex.nasa.gov/nex/projects/1356/**

NASA’s NEX-GDDP data set has global spatial coverage, runs from 1950 to 2100 and provides climate projections downscaled from the 200km grids of the 21 original climate simulation to a 25 by 25 km grid. This is a powerful ensemble data set and is provided under open access terms to researchers and society.

**The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) – ipcc.ch**

The IPCC was formed in 1988 by the UN Environment Program and the World Meteorological Organization. It has a membership of 195 countries which decide its work program and its processes of reviewing, recommending and adopting its reviews. The IPCC does not conduct its own scientific research; it reviews and assess the scientific, technical and socio-economic information worldwide that is relevant to climate change. It is coordinated by a small secretariat based in Geneva and most of the work of compiling its reports is conducted by scientists around the world; largely on a voluntary basis. (The Working Group I part of its 5th Assessment Report was written by 209 lead authors, 50 reviewers, and has 9,200 citations.) However, the IPCC’s multi-year publication cycles means that it does necessarily represent the latest scientific observations or the most advanced modelling. For example, the IPCC’s latest Assessment Report on climate science was published in 2013.

46 https://cds.nccs.nasa.gov/nex-gddp/
Section 4: Insights on good practice for directors addressing climate risk

Context

Developing a board response to climate change means engaging with a complex and rapidly evolving body of work.

The examples below are described as emerging best practice because we believe that governance practice in relation to climate change is still in its very early stages of development, a view borne out in recent reviews. Nevertheless, these case studies serve to illustrate the breadth of ideas and approaches that can inform good governance practice in relation to climate change.

Good practice can be viewed as either:

- A relative comparison to what is being done by others, or
- An absolute comparison to what is objectively required

There are a number of sustainability rankings and ratings systems in existence that use relative comparisons (Global Reporting Initiative, Dow Jones Sustainability Index) and many large Australian businesses submit voluntary disclosures to the CPD (formerly the Carbon Disclosure Project).

Being “best in class” in a sustainability ranking may not be the same thing as demonstrating best practice when it comes to the consideration of the fiduciary duty of directors on climate change risks.

The absolute view of good practice is based upon what the global agreements and underlying science dictate. The need for alignment to this is openly expressed by stakeholders throughout the business and investment worlds.

Key features of “good practice” on climate change

The following is a list of characteristics we have observed through our work and conversations with directors and members of boards that are engaging with climate change risks in detail. They have:

- Done the ground work to educate themselves either through their own efforts or through conversation with appropriate experts
- Used their detailed knowledge of the business to build an understanding of how the risks and opportunity sit across their operations
- An understanding that the risks can be business-wide
- Recognised that climate risks and opportunities are not limited to those explicitly designated as “carbon pricing” or “climate policy”
- Understood that the timeframe for engagement is now and that it will be on-going and become part of business as usual
- Not underestimated the scale of the task involved
- A willingness to confront both the “good” and the “bad” news

47 KPMG, 2015, Corporate Responsibility Reporting Survey 2015; FSB TCFD, 2016, Phase 1 report
Examples of organisations acting on climate change risks

AGL: A clear recognition of transition

AGL are one of Australia’s largest integrated energy companies with assets ranging from the brown coal fired power station at Loy Yang in Victoria through to large scale renewable generation such as the Nyngan solar plant in NSW and the Macarthur Wind Farm in Victoria.

AGL’s commitments on the transition aspects of climate change risk are clearly articulated in its publication “AGL Greenhouse Gas Policy”⁴⁸.

AGL also published in 2016 a scenario analysis of how it would be affected if Australia were to meet its Paris Agreement commitments.

The good practice features include the following:

- It is evident that both risk and opportunities have been considered.
- The business strategy covers both the improvement of existing assets and the investment in new technologies.
- It covers the whole business from the upstream generation to the downstream customers.
- It includes the use of carbon price as a technique for aligning the business capital investment with the overall transition trajectory.

AGL commits to being a transparent and constructive stakeholder. Our public policy advocacy and internal approach to GHG mitigation will be reported in our Annual Sustainability Report. AGL specifically makes the following commitments:

- AGL will continue to provide the market with safe, reliable, affordable and sustainable energy options.
- AGL will not build, finance or acquire new conventional coal-fired power stations in Australia (i.e. without CCS)¹.
- AGL will not extend the operating life of any of its existing coal-fired power stations.
- By 2050, AGL will close all existing coal-fired power stations in its portfolio.
- AGL will improve the greenhouse gas efficiency of our operations, and those in which we have an influence.
- AGL will continue to invest in new renewable and near-zero emission technologies.
- AGL will make available innovative and cost-effective solutions for our customers such as distributed renewable generation, battery storage, and demand management solutions.
- AGL will incorporate a forecast of future carbon pricing into all generation capital expenditure decisions.
- AGL will continue to be an advocate for effective long-term government policy to reduce Australia’s emissions in a manner that is consistent with the long-term interests of consumers and investors (see Appendix 1 for AGL’s approach to public policy).

¹ The term conventional is used to refer to coal-fired power plants that have a higher lifecycle emissions intensity than a combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT).
Ramboll’s Copenhagen Cloudburst modelling – Climate Adaptation in Practice at a City-Wide Scale

In July 2011 the capital of Denmark, Copenhagen, was hit by the worst and most destructive rainfall event in the city’s history when 150mm of rain fell on the city in two hours. Many homes and shops were severely damaged by the flooding. The damage caused by this extreme rainfall event ended up costing approx. $US1.1bn. In fact there have been five such extreme rainfall events during the last 5 years and the insurance claim for damages were in the range of $US0.5-1bn for each event. The city also each time experienced additional socio economic losses in the same cost range, as well as severe pollution and spread of associated diseases across the city.

The expected changes in climate by 2100 are predicted to be:

- Increase in extreme rainfalls at 40%
- Sea level rise of 0.6-1.2 m plus increased storm activity
- Temperature increase of 1.7-3.7 °C
- Longer periods of drought
- More frost/thaw shifts

The City of Copenhagen is now investing heavily in protecting the City against extreme weather in the future. The protection of the City will be the catalyst for creating a ‘climate resilient city’ with higher recreational values, more urban quality and increased biodiversity. Ramboll worked on the Danish capital’s ‘Cloudburst Management Plan’ in close collaboration with several municipalities of the City of Copenhagen.

General principles of the adaptation solutions being progressed by the City include:

- New and upgraded city infrastructure to handle extreme rainfall events in a manner that causes the least possible damage
- Infrastructure solutions that combine water, biodiversity and natural areas (Blue/Green)
- Upgrading of the quality of the urban public space
- Synergistic urban development
- Flexibility to accommodate changes as climate conditions and predictions change

Practically this has meant the Danish Government with the City has introduced new legislation to facilitate co-funding arrangements. The City has commissioned approximately 700 M USD of new capital works (over 300 individual ‘cloudburst’ projects to be implemented over 20 years). These works will provide protection for a 1 in 10 year flood level, have reduced impervious areas by 30%, created 30% more green spaces, harvested rainwater in new or enlarged retention ponds, built new wetlands and constructed a new carpark under the harbour to take the cars of the city streets to make way for the ‘green street’ of wetlands and other soft infrastructure.

(Extract provided by Stella Whittaker, Principal Sustainability & Climate Change and Asia Pacific Climate Resilience Practice Leader, Ramboll)
The investment was justified by economic modelling of the cost of direct damages from insurance claims, the cost of direct damages to infrastructure owners and municipal buildings etc. and the loss of revenue from shops, companies, traffic as well as the benefits from synergies. The annual cost of ‘doing nothing’ compared to ‘climate proofing’ the City was calculated. (Exchange rate Krone to AUD = 1:5.2 – 30 Nov 2016)

The good practice features observed here include the following:

- Recognition that the probabilities of future events are no longer reflected in historical data.
- A long term, integrated view of the macroeconomic and physical risks to property and infrastructure.
- An understanding that an economically diverse and physically resilient city is important for the generation of wealth term in the long term.
- The commitment of a budget of sufficient size to fund the adaptation measures identified.

Dairy: A sector already responding to climate risk

The Australian agriculture sector has a long history of dealing with the continent’s variable climate and has developed some very sophisticated information and decision tools to assist farmers. The sector’s approach to climate change risks leverages its detailed knowledge of how different climate conditions impact its operations to build future ready systems.

The dairy sector has been selected as a case study as it provides a user-friendly route into the more sophisticated aspects of dealing with climate risk and also because it provides a number of key insights for Directors. These include:

- That risk and opportunity are actually two views of the same underlying aspect: change.
- That successful engagement can only be built upon a detailed understanding of how the business/systems operate. (There is no short cut and the business is the expert in what it does).
- That business will need the ability to access and work with detailed data on climate change.
- Data resources are available from a number of different sources.
How the dairy sector is engaging with climate change risks

From changes in climate to changes in milk yield

The basic production activity of dairy is to convert grass into milk and then into a range of foods. The rate of growth of grass can be impacted by changes in temperature and moisture and the rate of production of milk is impacted by the effect that increased ambient temperature has on cows’ metabolism.

The building block for the capability to manage climate change risks is the detailed understanding of the biophysical basis for the impacts.

From changes in milk yield to farm profitability to adaptation strategies

The capability to model the potential changes in the underlying business provides the sector with the ability to work at the level of individual farms and to understand the potential financial impacts of the projected changes in climate. The objective of this is to identify potential adaptation options, the point in time where they may be best implemented and the benefit and cost metrics.

Detailed research supported by the Australian Government and led by Dairy Australia, University of Melbourne and the Tasmanian Institute of Agricultural Research has identified three generic type so adaptation each with different costs and benefits. These are:

- **Simplify** – smaller herds, lower cost and simpler systems
- **Adapt** – more irrigation to allow for summer production
- **Intensify** – full use of irrigation, bigger herds, higher costs

Using the expertise of the sector the research was able to derive the benefits and costs for the different options. This information was then integrated into the financial models to calculate the rate of return under different levels of farm debt50.
Section 5: Emerging legal views, disruptive technology/data and disclosure

This section of the report explores climate change risks in the context of fiduciary duty and other legal issues. It introduces some key matters on how information technology challenges risk management models and practices, and can expose lack of action on climate risks by businesses. Lastly, it provides a brief overview of where climate-related matters can already fit into existing disclosure requirements, and of developing disclosure initiatives that may see climate change increasingly specified in such requirements.

This is not intended to be a comprehensive view of either liability or disclosure related matters for directors, but rather to examine where technological and industry developments may intersect with such requirements.

Emerging legal views: Climate risks are foreseeable

There have been a number of recent developments highlighting questions about what is a reasonable level of due care and diligence for a director when it comes to action on climate change risk.

A recent legal opinion provided by Noel Hutley SC and Sebastian Hartford-Davis found that many climate change risks “would be regarded by a Court as being foreseeable at the present time” and that Australian company directors “who fail to consider ‘climate change risks’ now could be found liable for breaching their duty of care and diligence in the future”\(^{51}\).

The legal implications of these developments have been examined for company boards (Barker, 2015) and for pension/superannuation trustees (McAlister, 2015)\(^ {52}\).

Technological disruption and information access

The rapid advance in capacity and falling cost of technology for generating, storing and managing digital data are disrupting many long-established business practices.

Data sets on climate impacts, derived from authoritative models developed by public research institutions around the world, are available in a number of open source formats.

This can be conducted by external parties, without participation of the businesses that may actually own or use the asset.

Publicly-available information and satellite imagery are already being used by third-party data providers in multiple industries.

High profile examples include using remote infra-red sensors to gauge the volume of crude oil in storage tanks, and satellite imagery to count cars in retail parking lots\(^ {53}\).

---


Example 1: Residential housing risk

An online information tool currently under development by ClimateValuation.com. (ClimateValuation.com, 2016) is designed to provide home buyers with a “climate adjusted” value for properties.

“Climate Valuation computes the statistical risk of climate change hazards occurring to any specified property, and a climate adjusted value. It then reports the projected increase in insurance premiums over the course of a mortgage. The service is specifically designed for homebuyers who wish to ensure they do not have unexpected insurance costs or a devaluing property, and for home owners looking to reduce vulnerability and increase value when renovating”.

Example 2: Integrating Water Stress into Corporate Bond Analysis

An example of the projected exposure approach observed in the corporate finance sector is the tool for incorporating water stress into corporate bond credit analysis for mining and beverage companies. The German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development funded the research report Integrating Water Stress into Corporate Bond Credit Analysis (Ridley & Boland, 2015) and the tool is based upon that work. A demonstration version of the credit analysis tool is available from Bloomberg54.

The fully functioning version of the tool is available to subscribers to the Bloomberg financial data service.

Disclosure

As the legal opinion by Noel Hutley, SC, and Sebastian Hartford-Davis points out, “directors who determine that climate change does pose risks to their business should also consider the degree to which those risks are disclosed by the company”. Disclosure of such risks must be considered regardless of whether or not the directors chose to take any action.55 In the US, ExxonMobil is the subject of investigations by several state Attorneys- General, the Securities and Exchange Commission, and now prospective class action by shareholders over its disclosure (or lack thereof) of climate risks to the public and to its own business56.

In 2015 Peabody Coal, the largest publicly-traded coal company in the world (now in Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection), reached a settlement with the New York Attorney-General over its statements to the public and investors “regarding financial risks associated with climate change and potential regulatory responses”57.

Disclosing transition risk: Regulations, voluntary disclosure and carbon footprints

In most jurisdictions, including Australia, the need for disclosure of material risks is mandated by corporate regulations and board governance charters.

For example, the ASX Corporate Governance Council’s Principles and Recommendations “A listed entity should disclose whether it has any material exposure to economic, environmental and social sustainability risks and, if it does, how it manages or intends to manage those risks.”

ASIC states that a listed company’s Operating Financial Review should be used to disclose any forward looking risk,58 and it specified in February guidance update that this should include anything that may adversely affect the company, including environmental59.

Powerful stakeholders are pushing for stronger, mandatory climate risk disclosure in Australia.

Ahead of the Senate Standing Economics Committee’s Inquiry into carbon risk disclosure, submissions by the Financial Services Council (FSC) and the Chartered Accountants Institute of Australia and CPA Australia60 among others, called for thorough mandatory disclosure of climate-related risks, noting that the existing NGERs reporting system for large emitting companies was inadequate.
Section 6: Takeouts for Directors

Connecting good governance with good outcomes

In the section below we provide a series of short suggestions for questions directors can ask, themes to explore and notes of caution that we hope will assist the unwary and provide ideas for the more practiced. The three themes that we use are:

• Questions to ask of the business, its board, the management team and staff.

• Matters to investigate within the business, its plans, resources and actions to date.

• Ideas to explore that can provide insights, challenge existing ways of thinking and open up new opportunities.

This section is by no means intended to be exhaustive, and each company and organisation will have its own particular governance risks and opportunities in relation to climate change.

We have referenced the AICD’s guiding principles of good governance throughout, in particular with specific reference to Principles 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.61

Questions to ask

Asking the right questions is essential for good governance. Below are examples of questions that directors and boards may consider in understanding the relevant implications of climate change:

• What is the attitude of the board towards climate change risks, both physical and transition? Principles 1 & 2.

• How are we keeping abreast of developments in relation to climate transition and impacts? Principles 4 & 6.

• Do we have access to accurate, timely and relevant information? Principle 6.

• Do we have sufficient the knowledge and expertise to practice good governance over these issues? Principles 3 & 4.

• How detailed is our asset-level data, relative to what is possible and reasonable?

• Do we understand both our transition and physical risks across our operations – from supply chains to markets? Principle 3.

• Do we understand our legal risks and regulatory obligations? Principle 5.

• Do we have an up-to-date understanding of investor and other stakeholder expectations in relation to climate change? Principle 1.

• If the business had to reduce its absolute level of emissions by 40% in 15 years and still grow, how might we do that?

• Climate change risk is now foreseeable; can we demonstrate that we have given it adequate attention and consideration?

The purpose of these high-level questions is to establish how climate change risk is reflected in the organisation’s vision, purpose and strategies. It can be observed through examination of such sources as the Carbon Disclosure Project and individual company sustainability reports that many Australian businesses are engaged with transition aspects and report their level of emissions and their commitment to renewable energy and clean technology.

There is far less evidence that detailed engagement with the physical impacts (as understood from climate change data) is common business practice.

“A key observation here is that the legal opinion by Noel Hutley included the following “The Commonwealth Government’s Climate Change Authority… concluded that, to meet Australia’s emission reduction goals, emissions will need to decline more steeply in coming years than they have in the past”.

Key matters to investigate

In order to exercise independent judgement and oversight of climate change risk Directors should enquire and examine a number of different aspects of the business. These would include:

• Capabilities: The extent of existing capabilities to monitor, measure and report on key metrics and trends as defined by the current understanding of climate change risk. These are likely to include as a minimum data on emissions and energy consumption for the business itself and some level of estimation for significant materials in its supply chain. Potential gaps may include a lack of capability to access climate risk data and to integrate it into existing risk management frameworks and tools.

• Plans: The plans in place to prepare the business for foreseeable challenges on transition and physical impacts, including the timeframe and the specific actions. It would be important to understand whether the substance of the plan relied upon a specific and tested set of underlying assumptions.

• Actions to date: The actions and steps that may have already been taken in response to currently understood risks and opportunities. There are a number of different aspects that could be investigated here but overall the purpose is to understand how effective the organisation has been in its actions to date.

Ideas to explore

How can the business use climate change data to manage risks and identify opportunities?

There are many good sources of information that explain the underlying science and describe the projected physical impacts such as sea level rise and changing weather patterns.

The Australian Government website Climate Change in Australia is an education and data portal was developed jointly by CSIRO and the Bureau of Meteorology to assist business in the natural resources sector build their capacity to adapt.

CoastAdapt and Coastal Risk Australia (currently under development). Information resources and online decision tools and interactive maps that show how projected sea level rise would impact coastal communities.

Advanced resources

Publicly-funded climate change research in Australia comes under the Commonwealth Government’s National Environmental Science Programme (NESP) and is delivered by the Earth Systems and Climate Change Hub (ESCC Hub). The ESCC’s current research programme is focused on getting a better understanding key factors, such as the frequency of extreme weather events, that have direct relevance for risks and opportunities in sectors including insurance, property, agriculture and tourism.

There are a number of contact points listed on the ESCC website and one of the authors of this report, Dr Nick Wood, is the Chair of the ESCC stakeholder advisory group and can be contacted directly.
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